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[The Lace-making Machine I ~=~C~¥~?)~:-J I ·LACE t 

LACES, DAINTY and DELl CA TE as GOSSAMER 
The History of the D elicate Ornamental Patterns of Silk, Cotton and .Linen/ 

Produced Both by D eft Fingers and Wonderful Machinery . . 
. 

ACE. At the Paris Exhibition in 1867 quickly still are up and out of the way. Sixty 
pieces of lace. are often made simultaneously. 

at £3,500. To make the cobweb by fabric of As in the case of so many other labour-saving 
this dress 40 women toiled day after day for machines, the development of the lace machine 
seven long years. And the French Empress to its present perfection was a slow ·process .. 
Euganie was presented with A c HARM 1 N G LAcE s T 0 LE Away back in 1764 a stock-
a lace flounce as a wedding ing weave of Nottingham, 
gift on which 36 women had examining the lace on his. 
worked 18 months. wife's cap, believed he could 

These are examples of the make a similar ·fabric on 
extreme costliness of lace, his stocking machine, and 
and the painstaking toil he did produce an open-
required in its making before weave fabric which, how-
t he invention and perfection ever, was a knitted fabric· 
of lace - making machines, made of one thread passing 
which have made possible from one end of the frame 
the mammoth lace industry to the other, and which un-
o£ to-day. On these ma- ravelled if the thread broke .. 

· chines many thousands of This was improved by the 
yards of lace can be woven invention of the bobbin net 
in less t ime than a half hun- machine in 1809, so called 
dred workers can make a because the threads were· 
few inches of hand-made wound on bobbins, but it 
lace of t he same pattern. was only when Jacquard 
Some of these machine-made invented his device for fancy 
laces are so exquisite in weaving that flowered nets. 
beauty of design and perfec- and laces were produced! 
tion of finish th~t it is diffi- (see Spinning and Weaving) .. 
cult even for experts to Nearly every design and 
distinguish them from hand- mesh of hand-made lace· 
made laces. has been mechanically pro-

A Wonder Machine duced. The machine lace 
The lace-making machine industry of Europe is car-

is one of the marvels of the ried on in Paris, Lyons,. 
commercial world. Imagine Calais, St. Gall, Notting-
a machine carrying on its ham, and Plauen. 
reels, which are placed one Making Real Lace 
above the other, fine threads Hand-made laces are still 
set so close together that a made al . over the world, 
sixpence can only just pass but their production in 
edgeways between them. quantities for commerce is . 
The power is thrown on, confined to France, Bel-
and shining little flattened gium, Spain, Ireland, Italy,. 
bobbins dance in and out This stole is a fine specimen of what is usually and England. Because of 
between the close-set known as Brussels point lace. It is sometimes the infinite care and pains·. 
threads. Sometimes they called English point. and the great amount of 
dart swiftly over one thread and under the time that needs to be taken in its production,. 
next; sometimes they stop and vibrate rapidly hand-made lace will always remain one of the· 
a fraction of a second before they go on. dearest articles of commerce. Some hand-

This vibrating movement twists sometimes made laces, it is true, are produced more easily 
the warp threads fastened to the reels and some- and cheaply than the delicate finely wrought. 
times the. bobbin threads, and the patterns are designs that take years to produce. · 
made by these twisted threads. Combs qui~kly Hand-made lace is of two types , ne~dlepoint-. 
press down through the threads to the con;tpleted and bobbin or pillow lace. Needlepoint is niade, 
pattern to make it .m?re compact, and more with a needle and a single·thread. The pattern: . 
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contained in the Easy Re/et'ence Fact•ln~ez at the end o/ this CI10..t'k · 
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